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OBJECTIVE

To provide a new work environment to assist Facilities and Services in the realization of their strategic plan through:

Integration and connection of branches

An innovative work environment

Flexible spaces able to adapt to changing ANU needs
PROCESS TO DATE

June 2010 - Accommodation study prepared in June 2010, that explored accommodating F&S in 3 different buildings

July 2010 – Decision to proceed with accommodation within Innovations Building

August 2010 – AMC Commissioned to commence design

September 2010 – Concept plans presented to F&S

December 2010 – Construction Manager engaged

December 2010 – Final sketch plans presented to F&S

December 2010 – Construction Commenced

March 2011 – Target date for completion of construction
FINAL SKETCH PLANS
3D IMAGES - INTERNAL
3D IMAGE - FRONT OF HOUSE
3D IMAGE – BREAKOUT AREA
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3D IMAGE – TYPICAL OPEN PLAN AREA
FINISHES BOARD
DETAILED DESIGN BY AREA
TYPICAL WORKSTATION POD

EXAMPLE OF WORK AREA WITH EXPOSED SOFFIT

EXAMPLE WORKSTATIONS
TYPICAL WORKSTATION ELEVATION

EXAMPLE OF OPEN PLAN WORK ENVIRONMENT

EXAMPLE OF STORAGE UNIT PLANTER BOXES

SINGLE MONITOR ARM

DOUBLE MONITOR ARM